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Health is the  most important aspect of our life and  taking care  of health is the first priority which
one should give as  without having a  proper  health no one can their  100 % to the work. Looking at
the trend  many big  and  small scale organization start giving Group Health Insurance to their 
employees  so that in near future  if employee  is having  some  problem regarding health they can
use  it. What Group Health Insurance gives  the  feeling of security to their  employees  that the
organization is  not giving  the  perks  but also taking  care  of their  health as well.

Providing Group Health Insurance not only benefits organization but also increases the work
efficiency of their employees. As a result it increases the profit and helps the organization to have a
tremendous growth in the market. Moreover, Group Health Insurance is much more economical in
the aspect of premium rates and also has many benefits compared to Individual Health Insurance.

1.	These kind of plans helps in motivating their employees as it gives them a feeling of security and
they feel free to work.

2.	If  employees  are  encouraged  the surroundings  of the  organization will improve and  it 
automatically generates  profits  of the  organization.

3.	Group Health Insurance is not meant for benefitting the employees but also decreases the risk of
the company as it reduces the liability.

4.	Group Health Insurance is helpful in finding the right talent for your organization.

5.	Organization is nothing without their employees .If one member of the company falls sick, Group
Health Insurance will take care of that employee and as a result company will not suffer.

These are some key benefits for having Group Health Insurance. As employees are the most
important assets of the organization, so they should be taken care of by ensuring they are secured
here. Donâ€™t worry about the returns, if you invest some amount on them, you will surely get what you
havenâ€™t think about that. Moreover, this type of a insurance motivates your employees to give more
than what they have. One  more thing  which one organization should take care  of , before  buying
any policy company should compare  all the  plans and  premium rates of the  policy as  a  matter of
fact many insurance service providers  have  different  offers and premium rates. For comparison
you can search on the internet by comparing quotes of different organization.
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